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Hello, SPM users!

Thanks to all of you for visiting our booth at Underhållsmässan in Gothenburg 
on April 1–4! The trade show was a success with very many interesting con-
tacts and we hope you feel the same. It was great fun meeting so many 
people of different backgrounds and from a wide variety of industries.

At this year’s show, we focused on our new online condition monitoring  
system Intellinova®. This system is the replacement for the older VCM system. 
We also introduced the next generation of our software Condmaster®Nova, 
which contains many useful new features. Many demonstrations of the  
portable instruments Leonova Infinity and Bearing Checker were also given  
in our booth.

Tomas Årman 
Manager of Swedish Sales 

PS. SPM are already booked for "Underhåll 2010".

This year’s User Group 

Meeting will take place on 

September 10-11. This time, 

we will go to the wild woods 

of Norrland, where a visit to 

the Billerud paper mill in  

Kalix is on the agenda, 

among other things. Keep  

a lookout for the invitation!

Swedish UGM
2008

Swedish UGM
2008

SPM Instrument and all of us at Swedish Sales 
wish you a happy summer! 

Sign up for our newsletter 

SPM Update!  

You will receive it 

digitally via e-mail.  

Register on our web site   

www.spminstrument.se 

or via your SPM sales person.



update

In April, 2008 SPM launched its new online 
system Intellinova®, a high-performance 
system for condition monitoring of critical 
machinery. The system is rugged and reli-
able, designed with operational efficiency 
and cost effectiveness in mind, and is well 
suited for standard as well as high-demand 
applications.

SPM launches new 
online system

Flexible solution 
Intellinova combines complex meas-
uring techniques and advanced data 
processing with a user friendly inter-
face and a variety of options for indi-
vidual sustem customization. The 
result is a highly flexible, high per-
formance system delivering easily 
understood condition information 
straight to the control room.

Rugged design  
The system is robustly designed in 
every aspect. The hardware is sturdy 
and well suited to harsh industrial 
environments and long-term use. 
Software components have been 
carefully designed and selected to 
create a system for the future, with 

ample opportunities for intersystem 
communication. The Intellinova sys-
tem is centered around the measure-
ment and control units (Commander 
Units), each one serving up to 32 
channels for shock pulse, vibra-
tion and/or analog measurement 
in a user defined combination. 
Measurement results are transferred 
over Ethernet to the diagnostic soft-
ware Condmaster®Nova 2008. A 
dedicated communication software 
triggers, controls and filters meas-
urements and data, and handles all 
messaging between the database 
and one or more Commander Units.

Multiple techniques
Intellinova measures shock pulse 
using the True SPM® Method and 

uses SPM Spectrum™ for in-depth 

bearing analysis. Band alarms ena-

ble easy alarm management and 

improved alarm reliability. For vibra-

tion analysis, Intellinova uses EVAM® 

(Evaluated Vibration Measurement 

Analysis). EVAM combines vibration 

time record analysis and vibration 

spectrum analysis with machine spe-

cific statistical evaluations to supply 

easy to understand machine condi-

tion data. Two channel simultaneous 

vibration measurement provides the 

functionality for root cause analysis. 

The system will also have orbit and 

run up/coast down measurement 

capability.

Compatibility
Intellinova is compatible with other 
products from SPM and may there-
fore be integrated with existing solu-
tions, sharing the same database. 
Intellinova can also be run parallell 
to portable measuring equipment 
such as Leonova Infinity. Measuring 
techniques can be combined as 
needed and are sold according to 
the Pay for Performance concept.

Mikael Lindfors, Manager of Business 
Solutions, comments: "With the launch of 
Intellinova, SPM has a complete and com-

prehensive suite of advanced condition 
monitoring products for industrial mainte-

nance. Our mission was to develop a world 
class online system. We have done so, and 

are very proud of the result."



Want to know 
more about  

Condmaster®Nova?

Contact us, we will 
tell you more!

Robert Briby started working at 
the Marketing department in 
April 2008 as one of the service 
engineers at Swedish Sales. 

Robert started at SPM in 2001 and 
has since worked as a production 
assembler as well as service 
technician with the production 
department. 

Swedish Sales wish Robert a 
warm welcome to the marketing 
department!

SPM Marketing department 

Welcomes 

The new version of Condmaster Nova is here! 
News in Condmaster Nova 2008 include a new 
and enhanced measuring point register, new and 
improved alarm functionality, a simplified vibration 
guide and the possibility to use multiple measuring 
devices on the same measuring assignment. The 
new Condmaster version also supports the online 
condition monitoring system Intellinova.

New Condmaster®Nova version

The new statistics module Plant 
Performer™ enables strategic analy-
sis of the economical impact of your 
maintenance effort. 

Plant Performer also provides data-
base statistics and technical Key 

Performance Indicators of machine 
condition.

Like its predecessors, Condmaster 
Nova 2008 is built on modules, which 
are purchased in accordance with the 
Pay for Performance concept.
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Tips 
& Trix 

 Tips 
 & Trix

Did you know that the portable 

instrument Leonova™ Infi nity can be 

used to fi nd the resonance frequency 

of a machine construction through 

what is called a bump test? Knowing 

the resonance frequency is a good 

help to avoid running the machine at 

its critical speed(s).

The bump test is carried out by hitting 

the machine with e.g. a rubber mallet 

while the machine is not running. 

Once the bump test parameters 

are set, the instrument measures 

the vibration caused by the impact. 

When studying the frequency range, 

the highest peak of the machine’s 

natural frequency is displayed.

When this frequency coincides with 

that of the machine at running speed, 

or with any other signal generated 

by the machine, the signals are 

amplifi ed. This causes higher than 

normal vibration levels, which may 

over time cause machine damage 

or failure. If the natural frequency 

is at or close to the normal running 

speed, steps should be taken to 

change this frequency.

To perform a bump test, a 

Leonova™ Infi nity with vibration 

transducer and the Bump Test 

function (article no. LEO137) is 

required, plus the corresponding 

Condmaster Nova module 

(MOD137).

Finding machine 
resonance frequency 

Robert



Today, the windpower industry is faced with gear box failures and other 
mechanical faults, causing significant repair and downtime costs. To  
discuss these problems and demonstrate condition monitoring solutions, 
SPM Instrument invited to a windpower meeting at the Näsudden wind park 
on southern Gotland in the end of May.

During the meeting, participants were given the opportunity to study the 
new Intellinova online system, which has been in operation on a Vestas V80 
and a Vestas V66 for some time (se earlier article).

The meeting was concluded with at presentation of the principals and  
economical importance of condition monitoring, including illustrative 
examples from years of measurements at the Slitevind wind park in Smöjen, 
and a short demonstration of the portable measuring device Leonova 
Infinity. During the meeting, promising results from shock pulse measure-
ments with Intellinova on a planetary gear box could be shown.

Participants in the windpower meeting were windpower owners, projectors, 
insurance company representatives and other stakeholders.

SPM Instrument AB  |  Box 504  |  645 25 Strängnäs  |  Sweden
Tel +46 152 225 00  |  Fax +46 152 150 75  |  info@spminstrument.se
spminstrument.com | leonovabyspm.com | bearingchecker.com | intellinova.se

2009 Training course program 
SPM Academy offers qualified training in condition 
based maintenance with the objective that the parti-
cipants obtain the knowledge to carry out condition 
measurement, evaluate and make decisions auto-
nomously. The training courses take place at SPM 
Academy, in Strängnäs, Sweden.

Basic training T2001/T30 
Leonova  
September 16-18 
November 18-20

Advanced train. Leonova™
September 23-25  
November 25-27

Drift och underhåll 
CMS systems
Offered upon request

 
Find out more and register 
at  www.spminstrument.se

Windpower meeting on Gotland

Vintervind 2008
The new Intellinova online system from SPM, adapted for condition 
monitoring in the windpower industry, attracted a lot of interest at the 
Vintervind 2008 windpower conference in Åsele, Sweden. The confer-
ence, attended by 160 visitors, mainly  discussed the special conditions 
for windpower production in cold climates.

Kjell Ekholm, sales engineer at SPM, comments on the conference:

– A very well set–up conference with many interested parties, where SPM 
had the opportunity to make plenty of new customer contacts.


